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Discussion of the game Earthdawn. Experience, stories and issues related to being a player. Jaracove Posts: 117 Posted by Mon November 28, 2016 7:58am Post by Jaracove On May 14, 2017 11:58am I looked but can't find a 4th edition character sheet Anyone knows if there is one available? By Marzhin Messages: 151 Posted by Mon November 28, 2016 8:20am Location: Paris, France Contact: Post by Marzhin Sun May 14,
2017 4:33pm Here's one included in the player's guide, although I don't find it very convenient. I would love to see a good folio character, as the one Redbrick once did for the Earthdawn Classic. Even as a print-by-print PDF outside the dog, the book is man's best friend. Inside the dog is too dark to read. (Pear Marx) Mogre Posts: 7 Joined: W Jul 18, 2017 6:59pm Post Mobre Sat July 22, 2017 1:56am I just started playing again and I
found the best one for me is a character sheet from the 3rd edition called Character Extend Sheet. I'm sure it's located on interwebs somewhere. Marzhin Posts: 151 Posted: Mon November 28, 2016 8:20am Location: Paris, France Contact: Mail Margin , Sat 22 Jul 2017 1:45pm Matadawnxes posted: Sat Jul 22, 2017 1:00pm In case someone missed it, there is Earthdawn resources and links page from the main site. It has an official
sheet, along with links to several others (one of them is a form-filled PDF). It's amazing, thank you! Outside of the dog, the book is man's best friend. Inside the dog is too dark to read. (Pear Marx) Tattered Rags Posts: 359 Joined: Mon November 28, 2016 12:04am Post Tattered Rags' Sat July 14, 2018 5:00pm Nethering thread, but I could really use a good form-filled PDF character sheet that allows me to keep what I filled out, not
ultimately as big size, and has the power to spell correctly. Is there someone there? An English translation of German would be amazing. Or I would have made my own out of an unpolished one if I had some better methods to do it quickly. Tattered Rags Posts: 359 Posted by: 19/35:35am :350 Am Et, 2016 12:04am Post:15 Jul 2018 3:35am Mataxes wrote: 'I don't know the electronic filler form sheet that allows you to save. I was
able to save what I type in a pretty UglyGoblin one. It's too big and has a typo. Also, the German one let us save the data; I just don't know German. Now if anyone can provide... that one ... In the.... Mataxes wrote: Sat 14, 2018 8:02 pm As for the translation of the German sheet ... Views on the calendar that has a red circle around July 16 whistles innocently greens wide Go to the content This is an unofficial online character generator
for Earthdawn RPG (mostly 2nd edition). He uses alternative discipline mechanics, It was offered by RedBrick for the 3rd edition, but with custom talent options based on the 1st and 2nd edition of the talent. There may also be some house rules included in some of the talents, but the basic rules of character generation (using an attribute attribute method) correspond to those from the 2nd edition. There is also a review page for all
discipline talent options used in this generator. The current program has been tested in Firefox 3.x and needs a modern browser with a decent Javascript engine. It also uses some scripts on the server side to generate basic data, but it could be converted into a strictly client side tool. If you want to use your own data and rules just get a script and build your own on it (it's open source). If I have questions, tell me a line: webmaster
behindthemirrors.de don't recharge the page while you're creating a character, or you'll lose all your records. The Tools section hides a save/download feature. And of course, the source is freely accessible and modifiable, so expensive master of the game don't expect the saved characters to always be valid. In order to print a page set all the page fields in your browser's print dialogue to 0, then all of this should fit well into one sheet
of paper. Disclaimer of Earthdawn and all relevant copyright materials (c) FASA Corporation, RedBrick Limited. Earthdawn and Earthdawn Second Edition is a registered trademark of FASA Corporation. All rights are reserved. Click to close the recently released official sheet of Earthdawn characters was not well received by many fans. Well, experience shows that many fans prefer to design their own character sheets, as they are
more likely to meet their requirements. Whether it's optical or just useful criteria. The criterion for me is, for example, to have an edited PDF to capture attributes, talents, skills, or spells. Others prefer sheets where you can grab all up to a high circle of characters and so on, but what about stylish or well-designed sheets? One fanmade Earthdawn 4 edition of the character sheet has already been submitted on the blog, even before the
official release was made. But this design is pretty minimalist and focused on print. Remember the edited scroll-design list that was released on The Earthdawn blog in 2013? Yes, again it's Patryk aka UglyGoblin that has contacted me with a different approach to publishing edited stylish Earthdawn 4th edition of the character sheet. I am very proud to present to you the creation of Patryk. Look: Good news for our Polish readers!
Patryk has already created a Polish version of his sheet in addition to the English version. The German translation is in the making. Links: Can someone help me find an official list of characters for 4e. I went to the blogspot page, but when I click on the Dropbox link it always says they have been deleted. I really want to play this game, but I have no interest in writing it all on paper or designing my own sheet of characters. I've kept my
Promise: No purchase of the new edition of Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell covering, an uninskhoved logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced that. And I'll keep the people around me from shopping at any of their games until then, they tarnished the name FASA. They probably wouldn't care, as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a
success. Just took it and it looks great. We built the characters last night and ran into a couple of nibbles. The biggest thing was that the Equipment section is configured so that all the descriptions for everything are in front of the chapter and all the charts with prices and rules of things in the very back. Flipping back and forth between descriptions and diagrams would be slightly annoying if it were in the book, but in the current PDF
format it's just very annoying. The initial loading of the equipment is very good though. I wish more games had done that. Another problem is that the symbol sheets TON white space in them, which I find frustrating because the list of talents, skills, spells and equipment will get long over time, and they could've used a lot of that whitespace for extra lines for these things. Oh well, I've always used internet designed character sheets for
any other game I've played anyway. The more I read about spelling, though the more I like the new extra thread and the additional success of the mechanics. So far I'm not a fan of having to beat a mystical defense ally for useful spells though. PS is just me or else every game have a bad character sheets. This should be the most thankless work in the RPG, creating these sheets. When it comes to character sheets in general it
seems that they are basically after thought, the last thing to do before the game goes to the printers. The symbols of the sheets should, in my opinion, be part of any long-term playtest... There is usually always something missing, like somewhere to record cash. Small I know, but my group complain about it more than anything. We built the characters last night and ran into a couple of nibbles. The biggest thing was that the Equipment
section is configured so that all the descriptions for everything are in front of the chapter and all the charts with prices and rules of things in the very back. Flipping back and forth between descriptions and diagrams would be slightly annoying if it were in the book, but in the current PDF format it's just very annoying. The initial loading of the equipment is very good though. I wish more games had done that. Another problem is that the
symbol sheets TON white space in them, which I find frustrating because the list of talents, skills, spells and equipment will get long over time, and they could've used a lot of that whitespace for extra lines for these things. Oh well, I've always used internet designed character sheets for any other game I've played anyway. The more I read about spelling, though the more I like the new extra thread and the additional success of the
mechanics. So far, I'm not a fan of being mystical ally defense for useful spells though. PS is just me or else every game have a bad character sheets. This must be the most work in RPGs, creating these sheets. We'll have to agree on the nature of the sheet. The rather bland and ugly game is fantastic, although you will have to agree on the character of the sheet. Pretty soft and ugly For me sheets can be soft and ugly like nothing and
I wouldn't care as long as the sheets provide me with the information I need to play my character. OOOOOOHHHHHHHHH I just figured out the problem. I printed sheets of symbols on 8.5 x 11 paper, but the pages aren't really that big. That's why there seems to be so much border space. Okay, a new one is another question. Are there 8.5 x 11 character sheets on the website? I kept my old promise: no purchase of the new edition of
Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell covering, an uninskhoved logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced that. I wanted something good, but I knew in the depths of the whole country that it wouldn't happen. Have to hope plus wait another 4-10 years to see what we see and I will keep people around me from buying into any of their games as long as they tarnish the fasa name. They probably wouldn't care,
as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a success. I think he did the same thing. Saved my immediate playing group and my extended playing group from buying it. Just showed the PDF to my immediate gaming group, all it took for them to go away. I kept my old promise: no purchase of the new edition of Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell covering, an
uninskhoved logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced that. And I will keep the people around me from shopping at any of their games as long as they tarnish the name FASA. They probably wouldn't care, as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a success. This is very bad, as the content is excellent. My players all enjoy the new mechanics and
now that the PDF is on DriveThru they are all buying their own copies. I think I find it amazing that in a niche hobby like tabletop RPGs you would actually find people literally judging the book by its cover. I think I find it amazing that in a niche hobby like tabletop RPGs you would actually find people literally judging the book by its cover. The book cover says a lot about what the publisher thinks (but not necessarily writers/editors,
depending on the overlapping role). Page 2 Is very bad because the content is excellent. My players all enjoy the new mechanics and now that the PDF is on DriveThru they are all buying their own copies. I think I find it amazing that in a niche hobby like tabletop RPGs you would actually find people literally judging the book by its cover. The book is not beautiful or whimsical, but the game itself is solid. The book is not beautiful or
whimsical, but the game itself is solid. Is it? Something to think about This; They wrote all these new rules and published them. So there were new rules played against against are they writing a new GM book now? I would assume that most of the rules have been tested, they just haven't all been thrown into the layout in the readable format. It doesn't make sense to draw up all the rules that are going to GM's guide after they put the
player's guide out. It just doesn't make any sense. I and the rest of my gaming group have reached a point in our lives where a new edition should have a minimum of 50% new material for myself and my rest of my gaming team to reinvest. Basically, paraphrased editions are just no longer our business. To be fair though we do this with other similar versions of the rpgs as well. The exception is COC 7E. I wish them luck, but the 3E
supplemented by 1E books will be the version we will continue to use I guess. The cover is fine. On the other hand, none of the publications did the cover correctly. The third edition was the closest. I still remember the terrible secret art for ED 1E. Then seeing the French translation rpg. Where they took the picture, which has a group of adventurers about to go to Parlainth. The cover of the French edition just had a much more
evocative setting. Then some art dies in the misend. I think they should have released both books. Fasa does not want a repeat of what FFG did with Dragonstar. Where it took almost six months or more for GM's guidance to get released. Made worse when instead of apologizing for the delay. FFG tried to make it look like a delay of almost six months or more was a reasonable delay. Of course, maybe if there was a source rather
than the missing half of the game. Last edited: May 22, 2015 Book cover says a lot about what the publisher thinks (but not necessarily writers/editors, depending on overlapping roles). No, it's not really true. The saying Can't judge a book by its cover is actually a maxim for books. I read books with AWESOME covers that have crap stuff in them. Just because the publisher puts FANTASTICINCREDIBLEBESTCOVEREVAR on his
book doesn't mean that the material will be good, nor does a boring cover mean that the inside is crap. I kept my old promise: no purchase of the new edition of Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell covering, an uninskhoved logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced that. And I will keep the people around me from shopping at any of their games as long as they tarnish the name FASA. They probably wouldn't
care, as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a success. I'm sorry that you feel that you have to dissuade other people from buying what they might like without you actually playing/using the materials, just because you don't like the cover. Did you really play this game? Even read the book? If not, it appears that small step. I would assume that most of the rules have
been tested, they just haven't all been thrown into the layout in the Format. It doesn't make sense to draw up all the rules that are going to GM's guide after they put the player's guide out. It just doesn't make any sense. This is what I would assume as well, but ... The newest blog post makes me question it a bit. A few weeks ago, we did a few preview chapters available to our Kickstarter supporters.... The answer was... cool at best.....
So we kind of went back to the drawing board. Creatures have seen quite a bit of recycling over the last few weeks..... Along with these changes, each creature has been redesigned to provide a wider range of problems. In general, this means that the wilds of Barsave have become more dangerous. Game stats have been revised (in some cases from scratch) and better adapted to the new mechanics introduced in the fourth edition.
Is this a daily Karma Pool upgrade? You're going to need this, hero. I think it remains for the reader to decide if the recycling is up or beyond? This is what I would assume as well, but ... The newest blog post makes me question it a bit. A few weeks ago, we did a few preview chapters available to our Kickstarter supporters.... The answer was... cool at best..... So we kind of went back to the drawing board. Creatures have seen quite a
bit of recycling over the last few weeks..... Along with these changes, each creature has been redesigned to provide a wider range of problems. In general, this means that the wilds of Barsave have become more dangerous. Game stats have been revised (in some cases from scratch) and better adapted to the new mechanics introduced in the fourth edition. Is this a daily Karma Pool upgrade? You're going to need this, hero. I think it
remains for the reader to decide if the recycling is up or beyond? Honestly, I see that as feedback and responding to it, not that they don't have it written at all in advance. Not sure if that will be or is bad in the long run, we have to wait and see on that, but I don't see that as proof for them not to do anything at all until the player guide is out. No, it's not really true. The saying Can't judge a book by its cover is actually a maxim for books. I
read books with AWESOME covers that have crap stuff in them. Just because the publisher puts FANTASTICINCREDIBLEBESTCOVEREVAR on his book doesn't mean that the material will be good, nor does a boring cover mean that the inside is crap. Well, I don't really play enough ED to be in any rush to upgrade to a new edition, seeing as I got almost all of the 3rd ed books from the Mongoose sale. And these books look waay
more memorable than what I've seen so far 4E, which is a boring cover, not a very good layout, completely kernel (not having a GM book) and expensive PDF for what you get. So yes, I probably can't judge a book by its cover, but OTOH I also can't get the same level of inspiration and desire to run the game from what we see see and it doesn't even talk about the difficulties inherent in now GM it. So my current position is to wait and
see until quite a bit later. Last edited: May 22, 2015 I wish you had to dissuade other people from buying what they could as without you actually playing/using the materials, just because you didn't like the cover. Did you really play this game? Even read the book? If not, it appears to be a reaaaaaaaly shallow step. Rightly or wrongly some people judge a book by its cover. I admit to doing the same sometimes. I prefer a lid that stands
out. It draws me in. Art for the cover of ED4 itself at least is not able to do so. Why assume that those who don't like covers haven't read the book. I get and respect those wanting to protect rpg and FASA. I can't respect the whole you don't feel like I'm doing it means you've never read rpg Not everyone will like the new version of rpg. Sometimes for good reason. Sometimes it's not that real. It is their right to do so by IMO. Page 3 And
it's not just the cover. It's a cheap interior design. And what they call themselves FASA. And what this company has done with/with the equinox and fading sun. There is so much choice these days. And, again, I have a finely working ED collection, like some of my friends. So, yes. I won't support nu-RedBrick. Which means I'm going to use my influence on the people around me to that effect. Responsible people have done some non-
OK things in the past. This is (minor to them, of course) the consequences of this gamer. Honestly, I see that as feedback and responding to it, not that they don't have it written at all in advance. Not sure if that will be or is bad in the long run, we have to wait and see on that, but I don't see that as proof for them not to do anything at all until the player guide is out. Never said: They didn't do anything until the player's management came
out. The new format creature was from a discussion on FasaGames.com about the format of the stat blocks in previous editions. Things like a mock statblock that in order to put a description/behavior/loot information, clarifying if the animal is suitable for attachment or animal companion. General cleaning and adjustment of the rules to the 4th edition. A new feature that we haven't seen in the previous preview is the Free Action section
for each creature, which describes things you can spend additional combat successes on specific creatures. It's like combat options, but they're not worth the strain (they're worth the success) and you don't have to announce them at the beginning of the battle round. This is the best thing that can happen to Earthdawn creatures in the last 20 years. An example from the blog fasagames.com: Espagra Espagra is a flying predator with a
wingspan that can reach twelve feet. They resemble a little with an iguano-like head, painted in a shiny shade of blue. While they they and deft flyers, espagra prefer to swoop on the enemy, knock him down, and continue the fight on the ground. Espagra scales exude the elementary magic of air by adding shine and shine, making the creature shimmer in a way that many find attractive. The master often makes clothes using espagra
scales (e.g. espagra scale cloak, player manual, p.413); such clothes look richer than other lovely clothes, even those decorated with precious stones. Free Wing Clip Action (enemy): A striker can spend two extra successes on an attack test to remove espagra's ability to fly until the end of the next round. If the attack causes a wound, espagra cannot fly until the wound heals. If the espagra is in flight, it will cause them to fall, taking
damage for half the distance dropped. Power Dive (Espagra): After an attack using Dive, espagra can spend additional success to trigger a Knockdown test against a goal. The difficulty number is the result of an attack test. Last edited: May 22, 2015 I might be outraged by the way they formatted this edition, but I will never try to convince others not to try. No, it's not really true. The saying Can't judge a book by its cover is actually a
maxim for books. I read books with AWESOME covers that have crap stuff in them. Just because the publisher puts FANTASTICINCREDIBLEBESTCOVEREVAR on his book doesn't mean that the material will be good, nor does a boring cover mean that the inside is crap. You know you're refuting an argument I didn't make, right? As a publisher: The cover says a lot about what the publisher thinks about the book and the
customers/market they want for it. It's not necessarily indicative of quality, but it's, along with other visual cues (I look at the crappy hyphen, personally) are shortcuts to see how many global TLCs have been introduced into the design book. The Earthdawn 4ed PDF Player's Guide is coming to an end and I have to say I love it. I took the 1st edition all those years ago and I just recalled why this is probably my favorite rpg of them all.
The installation is fantastic and the system is brilliant (the magic system is perfect for my liking) Anyone with concerns about company, or art, or some such, I strongly recommend them put it aside and give the game a chance. It's not a review (obviously) but: Style 4: Not enough art, and no color art in everything but colored plates at the beginning (make-up good and clean though) Substance 5: A solid, fun rules system that gives
players through character options and rules is meaningful and easy to understand. I sincerely love Earthdawn and I'm reminded why. Congratulations! Leading question for ED4: Are there rules covering worldly stealth? What do you mean? The famous stealth ability is available as a skill (so no adepts can recognize it). This was the case at the first Tracking is also available as a talent and skill, and is available as a talent and skill, and
zlt;snip'gt; guidelines for hiding your tracks when people follow you. There are also general guidelines for spotting/noticing things, with the difficulty of defaulting on the agility of a step of hiding/sneaking a person. There are also general guidelines for spotting/noticing things, with the difficulty of defaulting on the agility of a step of hiding/sneaking a person. This is the case we ran into. There is no way (in 3e) to improve this short magical
invisibility (under multiple names, depending on the discipline). Visible Man Concealing Talents doesn't seem to have skill equivalents, and Silent Walk directly only refers to sound, and we haven't found even a mundane concealment like hiding behind a tree or breaking your plan with objects and camouflage. In a system other than a crunchy solution for everything, it's a curious lapse. We were concluding that the rules that were
supposed to give this information all stopped short, as if the paragraph/table that was supposed to be the key to this was to be achievable reference rules, but never got written. Last edited: August 23, 2015 This is the case we faced. There is no way to improve this short magical invisibility (under multiple names, depending on the discipline). The visible man concealing talents doesn't seem to have skill equivalents, and Silent Walk
clearly only refers to sound. In a system other than a crunchy solution for everything, it's a curious lapse. Got. ED4 has made changes to Silent Walk. In fact, it's not even called Silent Walk anymore, but Stealthy Stride, and expands its description to a wider stealth ability. The result of the test determines the difficulty of noticing the user, already clearly not limited to sound. It is available as a skill, and therefore can be studied and
enlarged by anyone who cares. Page 4 I kept my old promise: No purchase of the new edition of Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell covering, an uninskhoved logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced that. And I will keep the people around me from shopping at any of their games as long as they tarnish the name FASA. They probably wouldn't care, as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two
Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a success. Just took it and it looks great. We built the characters last night and ran into a couple of nibbles. The biggest thing was that the Equipment section is configured so that all the descriptions for everything are in front of the chapter and all the charts with prices and rules of things in the very back. Flipping back and forth between descriptions and diagrams would be
slightly annoying if it were in the book, but in the current PDF format it's just very annoying. The initial loading of the equipment is very good though. I wish more games had done that. The other problem is that sheets have TON white space in them, which I find frustrating because the list of talents, skills, skills, and the equipment will get long over time and they could've used a lot of that whitespace for extra lines for these things. Oh
well, I've always used internet designed character sheets for any other game I've played anyway. The more I read about spelling, though the more I like the new extra thread and the additional success of the mechanics. So far I'm not a fan of having to beat a mystical defense ally for useful spells though. PS is just me or else every game have a bad character sheets. This should be the most thankless work in the RPG, creating these
sheets. When it comes to character sheets in general it seems that they are basically after thought, the last thing to do before the game goes to the printers. The symbols of the sheets should, in my opinion, be part of any long-term playtest... There is usually always something missing, like somewhere to record cash. Small I know, but my group complain about it more than anything. We built the characters last night and ran into a
couple of nibbles. The biggest thing was that the Equipment section is configured so that all the descriptions for everything are in front of the chapter and all the charts with prices and rules of things in the very back. Flipping back and forth between descriptions and diagrams would be slightly annoying if it were in the book, but in the current PDF format it's just very annoying. The initial loading of the equipment is very good though. I
wish more games had done that. Another problem is that the symbol sheets TON white space in them, which I find frustrating because the list of talents, skills, spells and equipment will get long over time, and they could've used a lot of that whitespace for extra lines for these things. Oh well, I've always used internet designed character sheets for any other game I've played anyway. The more I read about spelling, though the more I
like the new extra thread and the additional success of the mechanics. So far I'm not a fan of having to beat a mystical defense ally for useful spells though. PS is just me or else every game have a bad character sheets. This should be the most thankless work in the RPG, creating these sheets. We'll have to agree on the nature of the sheet. The rather bland and ugly game is fantastic, although you will have to agree on the character
of the sheet. Pretty soft and ugly For me sheets can be soft and ugly like nothing and I wouldn't care as long as the sheets provide me with the information I need to play my character. OOOOOOHHHHHHHHH I just figured out the problem. I printed sheets of symbols on 8.5 x 11 paper, but the pages aren't really that big. That's why there seems to be so much border space. Okay, a new one is another question. Are there 8.5 x 11
character sheets on the website? I kept my old promise: no purchase of the new edition of Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell cover, The logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced this. I wanted something good, but I knew in the depths of the whole country that it wouldn't happen. We'll have to hope. wait another 4-10 years to see what we see and I will keep the people around me from shopping in any of
their games as long as they tarnish the name FASA. They probably wouldn't care, as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a success. I think he did the same thing. Saved my immediate playing group and my extended playing group from buying it. Just showed the PDF to my immediate gaming group, all it took for them to go away. I kept my old promise: no purchase
of the new edition of Earthdawn. Seeing what's boring as hell covering, an uninskhoved logo, cheap layout and cheaper production values just reinforced that. And I will keep the people around me from shopping at any of their games as long as they tarnish the name FASA. They probably wouldn't care, as it's only about a dozen people, but I kept two Earthdawn fans spending their money on it. And I think it's a success. This is very
bad, as the content is excellent. My players all enjoy the new mechanics and now that the PDF is on DriveThru they are all buying their own copies. I think I find it amazing that in a niche hobby like tabletop RPGs you would actually find people literally judging the book by its cover. I think I find it amazing that in a niche hobby like tabletop RPGs you would actually find people literally judging the book by its cover. The book cover says a
lot about what the publisher thinks (but not necessarily writers/editors, depending on the overlapping role). Page 5 They include more creatures to fill circles from 8 to 12? There's a general feeling that around this range there's not much in the way of monsters to challenge the PC I'm actually working on the creatures chapter of Gamemaster Guide right now. Although it does not have any creatures above the eighth circle, existing
creatures have been (on the current project) distributed to give a much better range of problems. This was a common complaint about previous editions and I'm working to fix it for 4E. The satellite will have material for laps 9-15 and contain the creatures most suitable for this level of the game - which hopefully should be expanded and the introduction of templates allow for even greater versatility. I'm actually working on the creatures
chapter of gamemaster Guide right now. Although it does not have any creatures above the eighth circle, existing creatures have been (on the current project) distributed to give a much better range of problems. This was a common complaint about previous editions and I'm working to fix it for 4E. The satellite will have material for laps 9-15 and contain the creatures most suitable for this level of the game - which hopefully should be
expanded and the introduction of templates allow for even greater versatility. The sound is very promising, especially the pattern part. Rules to create your own beasts I suppose? that would be the place to incorporate guidelines to create a your own creatures from scratch either in the Gamemaster or Companion guide. The trick is to make the guidelines clear and usable, rather than just some vague notions of what things are
appropriate-ish. Naturally, it takes space and time. But especially the space. And time. There is a lot of new stuff for Companion so far and the number of ghost pages that looms over us. There should be a post on the FASA blog soon regarding creatures and their new developments. Thanks to do they include more creatures to fill circles from 8 to 12? There's a general feeling that around this range there's not much in the way of
monsters to challenge the PC They've only released the players guide so far. This cover looks waaaaay more vanilla than most I've ever seen related to Earthdawn. Yes. The cover is very generic - for me, it doesn't deliver any Earthdawn-Vibe at all. On top of that: for me the new logo looks amateur-ish. Last edited: May 13, 2015 Re: Cover I really like the logo, but the actual characters depicted seem poorly organized and poorly
matched. For example, why not depict all playable races, or at least why show only a side on a dwarf's head (at least I think it's a dwarf)? If it's a dwarf, why show two of them? Because they're the most numerous? What about colorful T'skrang, or Windling even? No orcs no trolls, and the background is just heaven. What makes Earthdawn stand out to me is its diversity and rich surroundings. This cover doesn't display any of this. It's
not a bad thing to do, just softly done. So how can I play the 4th edition if GM's book is not finished yet? So how can I play the 4th edition if GM's book is not finished yet? I'm starting game 4. I use books from previous versions of the game with an understanding of what might be a few questions. If this is the first version of Earthdawn you are looking into although you have 3 options as I see it. 1) Wait 4e GM Guide 2) buy 3e GM Guide
and use that 3) use other Namegivers as antagonists for your campaign until the 4e GM Guide arrives because information about building and launching them into player guidance. Page 6 After a little more reading it may be a little harder than I thought to run 4e right now. None of the mountains or animals in the player's guide, so Beastmaster and Cavalry characters will kind of be stuck before the GM Guide comes out, or if you use
previous material. Last edited: May 18, 2015 I start the 4e game. I use books from previous versions of the game with an understanding of what might be a few questions. If this is the first version of Earthdawn you are looking into although you have 3 options as I see it. 1) Wait 4e GM Guide 2) Buy 3e GM Guide and use that 3) use others as antagonists for your campaign until the 4e GM Guide arrives because the information is on
building and launching them into the player's guide. Going to play the devil's advocate here. If I wanted to 4e I don't have to get any previous edition material to run this edition of the game ever. There needs to be the necessary stuff right now to run the Earthdawn game as PHB now, but I'm not able to really run the game it and take down this world because the information to be GM for this edition is still in development. That's why the
4th edition will never make it beyond another footnote like a failed publication in the long run. How long before GM information is available? Then how long is the Companion book to allow us to get to circle 15? How much money they got with KS... yes, instead of using all these resources to focus on getting all the basic things, they're spreading it to 5 or 6 products that will be more and more delayed... This edition may be better as far
as the system changes, but I'm still confused as to why no one was able to really make this game justice after the first edition. Last edited: May 18, 2015 If I wanted to play 4e I wouldn't have to get any previous edition material to run this game edition ever. There needs to be the necessary stuff right now to run the Earthdawn game as PHB now, but I'm not able to really run the game it and take down this world because the information
to be GM for this edition is still in development. This is nothing unique to Earthdawn. The release of D'D 5e was the same problem. DMG was a month later than PHB and MM came 2 months after that. But yes, of course I wish it was all available. This space in time is the most annoying because we have about 60% of what it takes to play/run the game. How long before GM information is available? Then how long is the Companion
book to allow us to get to circle 15? How much money they got with KS... yes, instead of using all these resources to focus on getting all the basic things, they're spreading it to 5 or 6 products that will be more and more delayed... This edition may be better as far as the system changes, but I'm still confused as to why no one was able to really make this game justice after the first edition. I think is about 1 - 2 months before GM Guide
PDF files are hopefully smaller. There's a rough project that has been released for a small support group for a month (I don't have a copy of myself). It is a little less important for Companion to be immediately available. Most games don't pass lap 10, and getting to lap 10 takes a long time. Any information other than the enlarged Circle cover may be more directly important to the game, but I don't know what everything will be in it.
About why no one can do this justice? This is the fate of most RPG revisions. There's a huge tug of war to change things on one side, and keep the way they are on the other side and underneath all this is the fear that people will just stay with the previous editions rather than buy a new one. Personally, I thought every edition except 2e was better better 1e. So far the sweet spot for me has been EDC, but 4e seems to take this place. I
won't know until all the core is available though. Last edited: May 18, 2015 Is going to play The Devil's Advocate here. If I wanted to play 4e I wouldn't have to get any previous edition material to run this edition of the game ever. There needs to be the necessary stuff right now to run the Earthdawn game as PHB now, but I'm not able to really run the game it and take down this world because the information to be GM for this edition is
still in development. That's why the 4th edition will never make it beyond another footnote like a failed publication in the long run. It seems like an overreaction to me. By this definition, most DDD editions should have been unsuccessful because they usually reel in the releases of their PHB, DMG and MM. Last edited: May 18, 2015 It seems like an overreaction to me. By this definition, most DDD editions were supposed to be
unsuccessful, as they usually stagger releases of their PHB, DMG and MM. that's not true for a long time. The first print of the 3rd edition was an additional app with monsters in it to make it to the playoffs for those who don't want to wait a month. 4E released all the books at the same time and 5E had more than enough monsters and GM Material for free on the website and in the Starter Box. Anyway, I think the Player Handbook has
enough to make a few test adventures possible (character creation and wrestling are complete and Monsterstats may be winged at the moment), but I hope the GM Book will come out soon. Well, I played the devil's advocate there. My questions were to me wondering why they made the decisions they made that looked like the questions they were asked since they announced this 4th edition and it showed during Kichstarter they didn't
want to make this the best edition possible by using means to make the best quality major book possible. They could have seriously knocked this edition out of the park if they focused all the funds only on the main books, but instead decided to go on average instead, and they still got behind in their releases. I am seriously torn on this edition. I really love Earthdawn... Its in my top five games of all time. His world is amazing... So full of
depth and its different for a fantastic world. Even today the world of ED is special and does not do anything else the world RPG fantasy does not. And yet every edition with 1e has botched it, although 3e has come close, but it has been let down more by all the things that have happened in the publisher than the game itself... And this new edition could be a publication to separate it from the previous ones, and they didn't. So I'm torn.
What also bugs me is their desire not to reprint or reprint any previous material from previous editions They're bonkers. There is so much good stuff from the 1st edition that can be updated that could really make the 4e much better... So its quite obvious 4e is a meal for long-time fans and and new players. So I'm torn. What also bugs me is their desire not to reprint or reprint any previous material from previous editions... They're
bonkers. There is so much good stuff from the 1st edition that can be updated that could really make the 4e much better... So its quite obvious 4e is catering to longtime fans, not new players. Because Red Brick has spent the last two editions doing mostly reprints. As a longtime player/GM it was very frustrating seeing the upcoming list and seeing the only products that I already owned. I'm thrilled that they're doing something new. I
wouldn't mind seeing a few reissues like Parlainth, but I don't want to see Throal or Snake River for the fourth time (or a second time in 5 years). Last edited: May 18, 2015 They could have seriously knocked this edition out of the park if they had focused all the funds only on the main books, but instead decided to go on average instead, and they still got behind in their releases. A lot of extra money came from people promising for
stretch purposes, and some people only promised for stretch purposes rather than basic books, are you seriously assuming that money is only used to fund major books? Devs seem happy with what they have created so I don't see the argument that throwing more money on it will help. Money doesn't seem to be a problem. Its only a small team and there is only so much outlet possible. Because Red Brick has spent the last two
editions doing mostly reprints. As a longtime player/GM it was very frustrating seeing the upcoming list and seeing the only products that I already owned. I'm thrilled that they're doing something new. I wouldn't mind seeing a few reissues like Parlainth, but I don't want to see Throal or Snake River for the fourth time (or a second time in 5 years). There has been (for me) a rather long list of new releases in that era: think of Kratas,
Cathay, a few adventures. However, the full release schedule was never released due to the circumstances mentioned above. There has been (for me) a rather long list of new releases in that era: think of Kratas, Cathay, a few adventures. However, the full release schedule was never released due to the circumstances mentioned above. %, almost all of the new content was Adventure Shards, which are short. There was one
adventure and one book of adventure ideas for Kratas. There was only one new addition (Kratas) and one new setting containing two books (Cathay). For me it doesn't seem like a pretty long list, mainly because I find published adventures to be a kind of second class citizen for publications. Major books and spine supplements series RPG. For me, published adventures do not appreciate the same value. The lesser thing I would
consider as a rather long list would be one new supplement a year for the last nine. Most May 18, 2015 2015
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